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Our article on CBRS was recently featured on Connected Real Estates latest fourth edition of their magazine. For those of you 
that missed the chance to read this from our partner, we have added this below. 

  

Perhaps the biggest news in the wireless industry going as it pertains to commercial real estate is CBRS. C.B.R.S.—if you’re 
in the wireless industry in any capacity, you have probably heard those four initials mentioned one time or another. But, you 
might not know exactly what is, how it works, why it’s important, or all of the above. This overview is to answer those 
questions and more about this service that will soon transform the wireless game for property owners. 

  

WHAT EXACTLY IS CBRS? 

CBRS stands for Citizens Broadband Radio Service. The Federal Communications Commission established CBRS as a way for 
shared wireless broadband use of the 3550- 3700 MHz band, which is more commonly known as the 3.5 GHz band. 

  

HOW WILL CBRS WORK? 

CBRS is a Time Division Duplex (TDD) band that only LTE is allowed to use. The radio interface mimics the one that’s used 
when LTE is deployed at other frequencies. The CBRS frequency allocation will span LTE Band 42 and LTE Band 43. 

  

WHAT MAKES A CBRS ROLLOUT SO SIGNIFICANT? 

Access to CBRS will allow commercial property managers to deploy their own private LTE networks with a combination of 
unlicensed, shared and licensed spectrum. With CBRS, a building owner can give their tenants or customers, depending on 
the venue, LTE coverage for their devices without paying traditional carriers to do so. More simply put, when the 3.5 GHz 
band is opened, more devices will be able to come online with better coverage and capacity. This will work wonders for 
venue owners who have either struggled to meet the coverage or capacity demands within their building, but also for those 
who have a desire to implement Internet of Things (IoT) devices. As the number of mobile devices increases, it is imperative 
venue owners can keep up with the times, and adding a CBRS network is a giant step in the right direction. 
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HOW WILL CBRS BE STRUCTURED? 

Part of CBRS’ infrastructure is built through the Spectrum Access System (SAS). This system makes the three-tiered 
spectrum-sharing framework the FCC adopted for CBRS a possibility. 

The three tiers of CBRS spectrum use are: 

• Incumbent—for existing users like Department of Defense personnel and US Naval Radar, incumbents get permanent 
priority and site-specific protection for registered sites. 

• Priority Access License (PAL)—for organizations that pay a fee for use. Organizations can request up to four PAL’s for 
three years in a limited geographic area. Only the lower 100 MHz of the band is for sale. 

• General Authorized Access—the remainder of the spectrum, open for general use. 

  

SAS is a coordinator within the CBRS 3.5 GHz band and works to shield the higher-tier users from lower tier users and 
optimizes efficient use of the available spectrum in the band for all users. The system also has a record of all CBRS radio 
base stations with information such as the stations’ tier status, location and whatever other details needed to coordinate 
frequency, transmit power assignments and keep an eye and protect the band from interference. Currently at least 80 MHz 
of the 150 MHz spectrum must be available for GAA use, according to FCC rules. Exceptions can be made if no Incumbents 
are present. Sometimes all of the 150 MHz could be available if neither Incumbents nor Priority Access Users are in the area. 
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WHAT WILL CBRS DO FOR BUSINESSES? 

CBRS will be beneficial for several different business models. Currently, if a building owner wants to have LTE in their venue, 
they are beholden to a wireless carrier. Any data that their network picks up goes to the carrier, with a private LTE network 
however, that sensitive data stays in-house and retain it for a much lower cost than paying a carrier. With CBRS, businesses, 
building owners even cities would have more flexibility with the technology they could use. A lot of Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices work better through LTE than they do on Wi-Fi, but Wi-Fi is a less expensive option, so users either go with less than 
stellar coverage or without IoT devices in their venue. As CBRS becomes available however, those same building owners, city 
officials and business owners could have security cameras around their premises or on their streets that operate on their 
private networks. When it comes to who could benefit from CBRS access, the possibilities are endless. 

  

HOW DOES CBRS COMPARE TO WI-FI? 

CBRS is expected to be an improvement on Wi-Fi on a couple of different fronts. First, CBRS will be a private LTE network, 
where Wi-Fi is an unlicensed system. Almost everyone uses Wi-Fi, which means the spectrum is usually congested and 
numerous devices are competing with interfering with each other. Wi-Fi also isn’t always the most secure service, which can 
be a concern for any business where it’s crucial to keep customers’ information and data private. Meanwhile, CBRS will give 
enterprises and venue owners to buy their own protected spectrum for significantly less money than it would have cost 
before. CBRS will not only be a cost saving tool for building owners, but it’s expected to improve connectivity to the point it 
could replace Wi-Fi. From a speed perspective, LTE services could reach 1Gbps inside and approximately be 5 to 10 times 
faster than that outdoors. Lastly, CBRS will allot building owners more opportunities to use Internet of Things (IoT) devices 
that they might not have been able to, at least not as effectively, with Wi-Fi. Security cameras and central door locking 
systems are a couple of things building owners might find worker better over an LTE network as opposed to Wi-Fi, and it 
won’t be as expensive to have. Not only will devices like this be more effective on an LTE network, but also more secure. Wi-
Fi networks are unencrypted, which would make it easier for a cyber thief to get into any of your systems that you’re running 
through it. CBRS however uses TD-LTE modulation with a sophisticated encryption for data transmission. Think about the IoT 
devices you use in your building. Now think about the data transmitted from them over Wi-Fi; wouldn’t it be reassuring 
knowing that information being moved on an encrypted network? That’s what will give CBRS an edge over Wi-Fi. 

HOW MUCH WILL CBRS COST? 

There are several aspects of CBRS that will make it appealing to building owners, but perhaps the most appealing is the 
installation costs. Any enterprise or building owner who uses a Wi-Fi network now, can expect a similar cost if they deployed 
CBRS. The difference being they’ll have a private LTE network and be able to use IoT devices more effectively. There’s also 
savings in the fact that CBRS is a shared licensed band so the owner does not have pay a license fee to a mobile network 
operator. Instead, they’ll register with Spectrum Allocation Servers (SAS) and pay it a fee. Meanwhile while, Wi-Fi is free, it’s 
unlicensed, less secure, and it still costs money to deploy the system. 

  

IS ANYONE WORKING WITH CBRS NOW? 

Since the FCC has not made a decision about CBRS yet, no one is using the service in an official capacity yet. However, some 
companies are working with “pre-CBRS” equipment; technology that could be deployed and ready to use once CBRS is 
officially out in the market. Although CBRS has been a hot topic more so among the wireless telecommunications industry, 
cable providers have expressed a lot of interest recently, too. Comcast for example planned to run fixed and mobile wireless 
trials in Philadelphia earlier this year using spectrum in the 3650-3700 MHz band. Wave Wireless also requested an 
experimental Special Temporary Authorization (STA) from the FCC to conduct tests in the CBRS band for six months in a 
technology office space and a hotel in Washington, DC. Meanwhile, another cable operator interested in bringing wireless 
opted to try CBRS rather than dig and put in fiber because they figured fixed wireless, especially on the CBRS band would be 
able to help in terms of connectivity. Plus original equipment manufacturers like Comba Telecom are interested this spectrum 
and are actively looking out for how they can provide solutions for their customers. In other words, if companies all over the 
telecommunications industry are getting equipment ready for CBRS or are requesting trials despite no ruling from the FCC 
yet, you can bet that it’s likely to happen and businesses trust it’s going to work. 
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OK, SO WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN? 

For starters, it means that CBRS is most likely going to be at our doorsteps very soon. When it does arrive, it’s best to be 
prepared because there is so much to be gained from having access to a private LTE network from cost savings, better 
coverage, technological advancements and options for increasing revenue streams. For the first time in a long time, building 
and business owners won’t have to as reliant on mobile operators for data and wireless services. 
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